Distance Learning Administration Conference – Jekyll Island, GA – June 25, 2018

Tobin, “Secret Boss Training: Get Everyone to Observe Online Courses”

Participant Rating Results

Attendance: 23
Respondents: 18

1. This session’s information will be useful to me in my job.
2. The description matched what I experienced in the session.
3. The facilitator demonstrated good presentation skills.
4. Overall, this was a good session.

5. In a few words, share your over-all impression of this session.

- Energetic, knowledgeable.
- Excellent presentation!
- Good advice to distill what “the boss” should look for into a few specific and measurable criteria. Thank you!
- Great ideas for measuring quality in online.
- Great job as always! Can’t wait to get a copy of the PowerPoint presentation.
- Great jump start to upcoming peer-observer initiative.
- I like Tom’s presentations. They are engaging and fun. I would scrap the Sal Monella example, since the environment isn’t indicative or a perfect translation.
- Politics of what access level the observer has in courses comes into play.
- THANK YOU!! ☺ Reading my mind. Just what we need at our institution. Stop relying on the students only to evaluate the faculty.
- This was great, applicable information. I look forward to the book.
- This will be helpful to me to coach deans & chairs for online observations.
- Tom always nails it! Whenever I hear Tom, I want to run back to work and start using his methods/ideas. Thank you!
- NAILED IT! [participant signed the feedback form]
- Very beneficial!
- Very informative and I appreciate the interaction! ☺